
Active Hertfordshire Karate (TSKAGB)  

Jip 10            Name_____________Date______GRADE 1ST KYU 

 

Assignments Brown Belt Red Stripe going for Brown Belt Black Stripe  

7. Teaching Preparation       8. Teaching  Lower Grades       9. Teaching Intermediate Grades 
 

10. Japanese Terminology, Body, Technique, Language 
 

As a brown belt student you will be aware that we all work to the karate promise – 

 The Dojo Kun.  

Continue to practice saying this  in Japanese.  If you find it difficult to say it in Japanese, who 

could you ask someone to help? 

Hitotsu!    Jinkaku kansei ni tsutomuru koto!  
(One! To strive for the perfection of character)  
 
Hitotsu!    Makato no michi o mamoru koto!  
(One! To protect/defend the paths of truth)  
 
Hitotsu!    Doryoku no seishin o yashinau koto!  
(One! To foster the spirit of effort)  
 
Hitotsu!    Reigi o omonsuru koto!  
(One! To honor the principles of etiquette)  
 
Hitotsu!    Kekki no yu o imashimuru koto!  
(One! To guard against impetuous courage) 
 

1. Why does every section of the promise start with Hitotsu!  (one!) ? 

2. Tell us your thoughts about how each part of the Dojo Kun is part of your everyday life. 

3. In your Shodan Grading your examiner  will be instruct you in Japanese. You will also be 

asked to use a variety of Japanese terminology to describe aspects of your Karate in 

Japanese   CREATE a  list as a start on this terminology find the Japanese terminology for  

Strikes     Kicks     Blocks     Body parts     dojo instructions    counting   kata 

 
REMEMBER TO NAME YOUR  ASSIGNMENT EMAIL TO AHKASSIGNMENTS@GMAIL.COM GIVE TO YOUR INSTRUCTOR 

OR CLUB SECRETARY TO SEND TO AHK OFFICE TO GET:    FEEDBACK, DIPLOMA  & GI BADGE 

You have now completed all 10 of JIP assignments. This will give you extensive  

information, knowledge and confidence to develop into a skilled Karateka , 

able to attempt your SHODAN grading with confidence.  

NOW concentrate on your physical skills  &  shodan intermediate assessment sign off 
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